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      The Waters Edge 
Paxton Lakes Sailing Club May 2009 

www.paxtonlakes.org.uk 
Hello! And welcome to the first edition of Waters Edge for 2009 and my first since becoming 
Commodore. I’d like to start by thanking Harry for doing a great job as Commodore for the 
last 3 years and know he will be a difficult act to follow. Harry will still be about in has roll as 
RTE Principal (Royal Yachting Association Registered Training Establishment). 

The 2009 season is well under way and with the lighter nights here the Wednesday evening 
series has got going.  During the spring we have seen a good turn out at the Sunday racing 
and the better weather that should see the ‘fine weather’ sailors taking to the water in 
increased numbers. 

For those of you who have never raced it’s a great way to improve your skill and pick up tips 
from the guys/galls at the front of the fleet. It’s the way I improved my basic sailing skills 
and with the continued help from other members I continue to improve (well at least I think 
I am). Don’t be put off if you haven’t raced before – just chat to the other members and 
they will keep you right. 

Gareth is also running his race training sessions this year which are always very good so 
watch the club web site for further information. 

Off the water we have had three working parties during Jan/Feb where trees were cleared 
from the south bank of the lake and to the north east of the start box this has given 
improved wind coverage when the wind is from the south and east. 

Other improvements such as painting the changing rooms and the star box were undertaken 
by the working parties and Bert who gives so much of his time to maintaining and improving 
the club premises. Thank you to everyone who helped with these jobs. 

Your Committee has had a couple of meetings this year and a full and up to date 
programme is on the web site. Details of your committee members and members with 
special responsibilities will be posted on the website shortly. 

Communication is something that we want to get better at and make sure every member 
has or knows where to find out anything to do with the club. Some of the steps being taken 
this spring are  

• Information folders for the club boats. These will contain all the relevant information 
about where the equipment is for each boat, how to rig it and where to record 
defects. Remember this is a 2 way thing – if you use the boats and there is 
something wrong then record it please. 

• New member’s information packs are being revised with details of where 
information can be found, if it’s within the pack. 

• A Health and Safety folder will be available in the club house for member’s 
information. 

http://www.paxtonlakes.org.uk/
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Finally, the club is all about ‘us - the members’ and if you see something we can do better 
please let me or any committee member know. 

Yours  

Andy 

 

Dates for your Diary 
11th / 12th July – 24 Hour Race. 

Full details of this years 24hour Race will be on the club website shortly and in your email 
inbox.  If you want to run a team or join a team or just find out more please contact Gareth 
sailing.secretary@paxtonlakes.org.uk 

18th July 2009 – Race Training 

22nd / 23rd August – Youth Trophy Weekend 

 

Solo Winter Inland Championship 

by Pat Overs 
The weather was forecast to be very cold and fairly windy but 3 intrepid (some might say 
lunatic) Paxton sailors headed to Grafham on Saturday 31st Jan for the Solo winter 
championships. Andy Anderson, Pat Overs and Mike Overs arrived at Grafham around 9am 
as the rigging area was filling up. 

Perhaps Mike getting his van stuck in the mud the minute he arrived should have been a 
sign that the day was probably not going to go to plan. Nevertheless we got rigged and 
signed on and were on the water around 10:30 ready for the 11am start. The first mistake I 
made was to capsize on the downwind run to the startline. Grafham being deep, the boat 
turtled immediately. Luckily I'd plenty of time and was wearing my drysuit so I took my time 
and got going again. The first start was on time and with a fairly long start line for the 50 or 

so entries there was no real aggression to 
deal with. I was closer to the pin end of 
the line and despite getting away cleanly 
and in clear air it did seem the committee 
boat end was favourable and, as a result, 
Mike got ahead of me on the first beat. 
Andy was playing it more cautiously and 
was a little way behind the main fleet at 
the start but in the strengthening wind his 
ability to keep the boat pointing high and 
sheeting in led him past me on the right 
hand side of the course. Although we were 

a fair way behind the leaders we all rounded the windward mark without incident and onto 

mailto:sailing.secretary@paxtonlakes.org.uk
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the first reach, which was actually more downwind making it quite tricky. After a gybe at the 
2nd mark we went onto a fast planning reach back to number 3 before the next beat. 
Despite what was to follow I reckon that reach alone made the trip worthwhile. You just 
don't get the chance to stay on the plane for a quarter mile or more at Paxton! I think I was 
smiling all the way.  The next beat was no easier than the first though I went more to the 
right hand side this time and got an advantage over Andy and overtook him just before the 
windward mark. With cold hands the biggest problem for me was getting enough grip on 
the mainsheet to really make the boat point up. The downwind leg was, however to be the 
scene of mine and Andy's downfall and Mike, being a good 10 places ahead, left us to it. The 
wind was getting quite strong now and clearly quite a bit more than the 16 knots they'd 
forecast (nearly double as it turned out). I couldn't see behind me to what happened to 
Andy as the waves and strong winds meant 100% concentration was vital as well as a lot of 
strength to keep the boat on course. My windex indicated the wind was oscillating violently 
and I was only a few yards from the mark before I lost it. Afterwards Andy owned up to 4 
capsizes on that leg. I only had that one but with the water being so cold it took me a while 
to right the boat again and when I did it went from turtled to up to over to turtled again in 
one movement. My hands were starting to suffer from the cold at this point so I asked the 
rescue boat crew to pull me out. As they did they informed me that I'd neglected to round 
the spacer mark at the windward end of the course so I was out in any case. After a few 
minutes to gather myself they chucked me back onto my upturned hull to sort it out which I 
quickly did and headed for the shore feeling pretty certain that I wouldn't be doing the next 
race. Mike on the other hand finished the first race in 38th place and stayed out to do the 
next, back to back with the first. He definitely wins the Paxton endurance award. As I 
reached the shore I was greated by Andy, who'd come in a few moments before and  shortly 
after that by Mike Ball, one of the veterans of the Solo fleet and a very good helm indeed 
so I felt less of a whimp when I heard him declare that enough was enough (he did finish the 
race though). Neil Bray was also there with his camera at the ready so maybe there will be 
some photos in due course. 

Mike stayed out and started the second 
race and although Andy headed out to the 
start he was greeted by a wall of Solo's 
coming towards him and being that late it 
wasn't worth trying to race so he came 
back in. Mike held on for half the race and 
we were keeping tabs on his progress from 
the comfort of the wet bar but eventually 
he decided it was madness and came in. 
Actually I think the word he used was 
"suicide". So with the 3rd race underway 
we decided we'd learnt enough from the 
experience and dragged the boats back to 
the field at the top to pack up. 

 So out of the 3 of us we completed one race! However we gained a lot of experience and 
would do it again like a shot. It just goes to show that no matter how good you can do at 
Paxton when you sail against the cream of your class at national level on a big water it can 
be very humbling indeed. 
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Now I'm looking forward to the Inland championships in September when the water might 
be a bit warmer. I think the feeling has just started to return to my fingers. 
Thanks also to Neil Bray and John and Maggie Pryor for their moral support. 

 

International rescue – Paxton style  

by Pat Overs 
Ever been about to go out then getting one of those phone calls that threatens all your 
plans? Well last Saturday I was just out of bed and getting ready for the come and try day 
when I received a phone call. It was about 8:25 and it was our illustrious commodore Andy. I 
knew he was going to the Solo open meeting at Hunts that morning and he asked if I had 
any spare trailer wheels. I replied that “yes thank you I had several”, being that we owned 5 
trailers. He’d already been round the previous night to borrow an lighting board so I was 
thinking, perhaps he’d meant to ask for a wheel as well and forgotten. But no, it transpired 
that he was stuck on the A141 north of Huntingdon with a flat tyre. Not to worry I said; 
there is plenty of time and you are only 15 minutes away. So I picked up two spares and the 
socket set and went off to find him. There he was at the side of the road with a very badly 
shredded tyre. It wasn’t obvious to begin with why it had burst but we set about swapping it 
so he could get on his way. But then he told me that he’d had a  bit of trouble getting his 
launching trolley to fit the trailer, which had come from the scrap pile at the club last year. 
On closer inspection the axles for the launching trolley (exposed by having had to remove 
the trolley wheels to get it on at all) had only about half an inch of clearance to the inside 
walls of the road wheels. Unfortunately there was also several inches of sideways play as 
the launching trolley slid around on top of the road trailer. Worried that it would only 
happen again I rummaged in the boot of the car and produced some rope with which we 
lashed it all down. Off he went again after only one false start when he almost ran over the 
mobile phone that had fallen out of his pocket; I heard nothing more until later that day. It 
turned out he was 11th in the first race but didn’t finish the other two in the strong 
conditions. This was certainly no worse than I’d have faired in 30mph winds I suspect so it’s 
well done Andy. 

So the following day we were at the club chatting about our previous days and I happened 
to ask if the wheel survived the rest of the journey and home again. Rather sheepishly Andy 
had to admit that there was some damage to the new tyre and that he’d have to replace it 
before he could give me back what he’d borrowed. 

So the moral of this story is: if you make your own trailer out of scraps, do make sure it all 
fits together and can’t fall apart on the road. And if you do get into trouble whilst on the 
road, don’t run your mobile over until after you’ve rung the nearest club member for help! 
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The tales of Flying Dutchman Sailing..Chapter 1  

by Gareth Russell 
So for this year Toby has replaced the 505 with a Flying Dutchman, this was all based around 
a drunken agreement at Rutland Sailing Club in October last year about doing the Flying 
Dutchman circuit this year together.   So what is a Flying Dutchman, it’s a 19’8” long boat, 
used to be an Olympic class, the sails are very big.  For a rough idea the genoa is the same 
size as an Enterprise main and jib added together…  It also has lots of controls to adjust 
everything so overall it’s a fast and 
very technical boat to sail.  Toby and 
I are on the lighter side of things as 
well, with me being short and skinny 
compared to a lot of FD crews.  So 
Toby collected the boat in February 
and we met for a weekend at the end 
of February to do a little boat 
fettling, when I say a little, the 
battery on the Dremel needed 
recharging a few times.  So with basic 
work completed, hull filled sanded 
and polished, bits of string replaced 
here and there, mast fitted out and 
new sails on order with Hyde Sails 
(Toby works for Hydes which helps) 
all was ready for the first outing.  We also had a working title name for the boat “The Six 
Million Dollar Boat, we can rebuild it better and stronger than before”.  This name due to its 
size and even given the length of an FD we were going to struggle to fit on the boat became 
named “Og the Clever”, a quote from Bill Bailey.   

So off to Rutland at the beginning of April for a training weekend and our first sail together 
in an FD, and only the 3rd ever sail in one for me.  I arrived at about 10:00 with coffee in 
hand to see a number of FD’s being rigged and a decent breeze blowing at Rutland.  So got 
the boat ready, got changed.  Then remembered I needed to modify my trapeze harness, 
sorted that and we launched.  Got a little way off the shore and as we wanted to do some 2 
boat tuning headed down wind with the kite up.  First impressions were that this boat 
seems pretty quick… So after an afternoon of hooning up and down Rutland we were quite 
happy with our boat speed compared to the others in the fleet. Then it was a quick drive 
back down the A1 to be the DJ at Will & Lizzy’s wedding, congratulations by the way.  So 
after a fair amount of falling down juice, some very loud music and not a lot of sleep back up 
the A1 to Rutland for Sunday.  On arrival the wind was all but non existent so a bit more 
coffee was consumed and some fiddling with the boat for the bits that hadn’t been quite 
right before and at 11:00 some patches of wind started to appear on the lake so we went 
out again and got a good few hours in.  So first weekend was successful didn’t break the 
boat and were happy with our speed.  So onto the following weekend and a trip to Bala SC 
in Wales to join in with their Easter Regatta and 3 other FD’s.  But before that I had agreed 
to tow the boat to Bala and on the way back from Rutland was most disappointed with the 
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balance of the trailer, it wobbled at just over 60.  So some remedial work during the week to 
the trailer soon sorted that. 

So Friday 10th April a nice early start to brave the 183 miles 
to Bala.  The journey went well with the best part taking the 
hillier route into Bala through the very scenic country side.  
I arrived to find Toby & Dawn (Toby’s wife) in the clubhouse 
with Jamie (Dawns crew and owner of 338 “Binge Drinking 
and Casual Violence”) drinking coffee.  All was good as the 
tent was already pitched.  We started to rig the boat, 
fiddled with a few bits that weren’t quite right and then 

gave up on the 
idea of sailing on the Friday afternoon as Bala was 
looking more like a tourist attraction than a good 
place to go sailing with only little puffs of wind 
followed by long periods of glassy calm.  So put the 
boat to bed and started my introduction to the 
social side of FD sailing.   

The next morning up bright and early to get ready 
for 2 handicap races.  The good news was Bala was 
looking more attractive for sailing but only just.  In 
the first race we got a good start and spent most of 

the time focussing on where the gust were filling in.  This proved fruitful and meant we lead 
all the way round, although it wasn’t that easy when on the last beat we had to sail through 
the calmest bit of lake, round the windward mark still in no wind and head off down the 
reach.  With the way the wind filled in Strang and Alex caught right up to us and were 
almost attached for the next 2 gybe marks.  We then managed to eek out a gap as we got to 
the leeward mark and then extended the gap through to the finish.  So first competitive race 
and 1st out of the FD’s.  Onto the second race and our start was not so good and we then 
ended up in lighter breeze, we were second to round, but the new sails that had been taken 
out of there wrappers the day before proved good with overtaking Julian to take the lead,  
This race seemed easier as the wind was more constant and the boat speed was good and 
we continued on to win the race. 

Sunday dawned after consuming a 
fantastic birthday cake, which 
Dawn had snuck up for me and vast 
quantities of falling down juice, 
that had only been consumed to 
make the singer the club had 
booked sound better.  And it was 
misty and windless.  Although I did 
wake up slightly warmer than the 
night before having slept in more 
layers.  Camping in April in Wales 
when there is ice on the tent is 
wrong!  Anyway Dawn was 
preparing breakfast and we 
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decided to wonder down to the club and find out what was happening.  At 1:00 the race 
officer decided enough was enough and abandoned the days racing.  Toby and I then set 
about further tweaking the boat with changing various bits that hadn’t been working quite 
right.  At 4:00 the wind filled in and Toby & I with Dawn and Jamie went out for a sail to 
practice our boat handling.  Strang who had stayed behind agreed to take some pictures as 
we took it in turns to pose for him while he stood on the end of the Jetty.   

Monday dawned and with tent packed away we headed down to the club with out plan to 
compete in one of the 2 pursuit races before heading back to the M6.  A fantastic sight of 
nice breeze greeted us, so we rigged and launched while not being entirely sure of how long 
to our start as there seemed to 50 seconds between the numbers changing on the race box 
a few times.  So we thought it was soon and went for it.  Strang who was now crewing for 
Dawn, as Jamie had to go home and write an essay, had the time nailed which meant they 
got a better start.  We soon passed them and started working our way through the fleet.  
The breeze continued to fill and one of the best moments was seeing the look on a 
Scorpions sailors face as we came up behind him at full pelt with all 3 sails up.  Overall we 
finished 4th, Dawn and Strang had a big swim which meant it was game over for them.  We 
headed into the beach with happy smiles. 

A small break and the first proper round of the 2009 Flying Dutchman UK circuit was upon 
us with a spring bank holiday away at Ullswater Yacht Club in the Lake District.  The event 
was being shared with Solings & Tempests, so all of a sudden the Flying Dutchman seemed 
very small.  The Solings have ladders built into their launching trolleys.  It was a good drive 
up until it started raining on the final approach and the average speed reading on my car 
confirmed the trailer was now much better balanced.  Pulled into the club to see Jamie’s van 
and Toby’s car.  Good that should mean the tents built.  I then hunted around for a while to 

try and find them only to find out that due to 
the rain (bit like cricket) they had retired to the 
shelter of the tent to start the weekend’s 
socialising.  The weather put a stop to that and 
we rigged the boats.  The club wasn’t opening 
that night so we drove into the nearest village 
in the search of refreshment and hot food.  The 
other FD sailors gradually arrived and we had a 
nice evening.  Strang then agreed to take us 
back to our tent to save us having to walk. 

Saturday dawned and we discover our genoa 
halyard was toast, thankfully we had one left 
over from the 505 that was the same length, so 
a quick swap and we ready.  The breeze was 
looking good and we headed out.  4 races were 
planned today so we were very glad it was 
never any higher than a force 3.  The wind was 
in a good direction to so that the wind wasn’t 

shifting too much.  First race, good start and lead all the way round with a nice gap between 
us and the second place boat at the finish.  Onto the second race and our start was not so 
good we had decided that the port end of the line was favoured and that we would start on 
Port.  Brave move, especially when the rest of the fleet noticed the target that had 
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appeared on our boat and started reaching down the line towards us closing the gap.  The 
gun went we started and shortly tacked, much shouting was had from Jamie about tacking 
in their water, but we were confident that 1 we had missed them, 2 they didn’t need to 
change course to miss us, so we carried on.  Our start hadn’t helped our position at the 
windward mark and we worked our way through to second place.  Being a civilised place 
there was then a break for lunch before heading out for another 2 races.  Race 3 again 
didn’t have a great start but we worked our way through to the lead to take the win.  Race 4 
had a shocker of a first beat which had us round in forth with a lot of work to do.  We were 
nearly a leg behind the leader.  We worked our socks off in the building breeze and got up 
to second at the end of what we thought was the penultimate lap.  Julian had read the 
course board correctly and as the first 3 boats went back up wind he continued past the 
leeward mark to take the win.  The race was then on for who would get second, we had to 
settle for third in the end.  Overnight this left us in the lead with 4 points with 3 boats tied 
on 7 points in second place.   Sunday dawned with all to play for and looking at the lake a lot 
more wind.  It was about force 3 to 5 with some gust much bigger that that, but more of 
that later, and the wind had clocked round so it was going to be shifty.  We decided to swap 
genoas to the medium / heavy wind genoa, partly psychology as it was still all in its 
packaging but also to see what it was like for later in the season.  But before we could go 
out we had to make another genoa halyard as the new one installed on Saturday was also 
toasted.  Jamie’s van had a nice length of Vectran and after 
stretching it between 2 cars, a nice new light weight rope 
halyard was installed.  Out on the water but down to 4 boats,  
Neil had pulled out on Saturday with a bad back, and Jamie’s 
boat decided that the shroud adjusters didn’t want to be 
connected to the boat anymore.  So the first race it was all 
tight and the course was a spaghetti around the club marks 
with a rib to lead us, we lead at the first mark and then went to 
third on the next leg as the guys behind could see what was 
happening to us with the wind and could go higher.  We pulled 
through to the lead and took the race win.  We were now 
doing the maths to work out what we needed to do to make 
sure.  Onto race 6 and the breeze was building, with some big 
lumps of wind coming down the race course.  Julian had decided enough was enough so we 
were down to 3 boats.  We had a stormer of a race with the highlight being on the second 
lap as we hoisted the kite for the first reach and there was a fantastic gust that took us 
across Ullswater very quickly.  Then looking over my shoulder there was a bigger gust 
coming on top of it.  We took off, the only problem now was we were low of the gybe mark 
and the gust wasn’t going away anytime soon.  So we were going to have to drop, Toby bore 
off and the boat accelerated again but was reasonably balanced, then while steering with 
his knees started to pull the kite down as the shore was getting closer.  There was a squeak 
from the back of the boat about letting the kite flog as there was too much pressure in it to 
get it down to which I politely replied it won’t….Then another squeak from the back…then 
from the wire its on the knots I’m not even holding it anymore…then from the back Ohh 
b*****.  The kite eventually decided that it didn’t want to see the wind anymore and 
headed into the chute.  The only problem now was lots of wind and real estate approaching 
far too quickly.  Gybing was not an option so I piled back out on the wire while Toby did the 
equivalent of a handbrake turn with the boom skipping off the water.  I’m sure the boat was 
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saying something like “I’ll get you my pretty” but we survived and 2 tacks and gybe later 
were round the mark.  For the next reach we decided that the spinnaker could stay exactly 
where it was and with 2 sails up we struggled to get up to the angle to be able to lay the 
next mark.  The rib was frantically waving at us, with us muttering “we know *****”  After 
¾’s of the reach covered at very very quick pace the wind eased and we climbed up and 
rounded the mark.  We continued on to stretch our lead and finished first.  About half way 
round Strang & Alex’s main halyard had snapped so they had gone in to effect repairs.  So 
down to 2 boats with about 7 mins to go to the start of race 7 Strang & Alex appeared 
around the headland fully launched.  So it was to be 3 boats after all.  The race was going 
well with us in the lead, a nice simple windward  / leeward this time.  Then on the final run 
as the kite set it all went wrong.  Something caused me to disappear towards the back 
leeward corner of the boat, as I hit the water my esp kicked in and somehow I managed to 
grab a kite sheet as the mast was heading towards the water.  Strang & Alex also fell over as 
they rounded.  We bought the boat, stashed the kite quickly while we got out lives sorted.  
The trapeze system in bits and as I went to put the pole back on found the eye on the mast 
missing.  OK kite’s not going up.  My conclusion is that the pole eye came off the mast, the 
pole then went flying back, caught the trapeze system and then took me navel first in the 
wrong direction.  Toby thinks I slipped.  With a kite Strang and Alex beat us to second and 
Tony & Colin without a capsize came from third to take the win.  So all told with 5 races to 
count we had 4 1sts and 1 2nd to count which gave us the over win and the title of Northern 
Area Champions.  Although the highlight of the weekend was when Jamie, Dawn, Toby & I 
were discussing various sailing geeky things about leech tension and sail shape that it was 
decided that you have righting moment, which is the crew leaning out to keep the boat up 
right, so if everything has a opposite there must be “wronging moment”, although this has 
the ability to more than just an opposite. A new sailing term is born.  Next outing on the 
circuit is the Nationals at Torbay in June before the Worlds at Medenblick in the 
Netherlands at the end of July.  Although we will be putting some training in at Paxton in 
June before the nationals. 

 

Cambs Youth League  - Cam Sailing Club 25th April 

by Cate Whiteside  
5 Paxton sailors made their way to Cam Sailing Club on 
the River Cam on Saturday 25th April.  The sun was out 
and once again there was a decent wind.  Our team 
comprised Jonathon Leeding in his Laser Radial, Alice 
Parker in her Topper, Hannah Whiteside and Sarah 
Bray in their RS Tera Pro's and Michael Whiteside 
in his Optimist.  There were 38 competitors in total 
from Cam, Ely, Hunts and Paxton Sailing Clubs all of 
whom are under 19 as of the 1st September 2009.   

The starts were split with the optimists heading off first heading down wind.  In the first 
start for them the 5 optimists were in a perfect position along the line.  Michael was second 
down to the mark behind the Optimist called str’oppy.  However as they rounded that mark 
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by the lock and headed into the wind his lack of experience showed and he dropped back 
into 4th place.  By the end of the second race he had really improved using much more of the 
width of the river and getting the angle of the reach more productive.  Sarah Bray got a 
fantastic start and led the second start of Tera’s, Mirror and a few Toppers. This was Sarah’s 
first venture out to another Club as part of the Cambs Youth League and the river did get 
quite crowded at times especially when a couple of cruisers and barges went through the 
fleet.  Once again I think the river really forced an improvement in heading to wind for 
Sarah.  Great to have you in the team – and fantastic that you came even though you had a 
sprained ankle.  Hannah especially in the first race was seen applying some sailing rules – in 
particular with her helm from the Team racing at Oxford who was in this event helming the 
Mirror – she took great delight in forcing him to tack as she was on Starboard.  It is great to 
see the camaraderie that is establishing amongst the Youth who in the league compete as 
clubs but come together as one big Cambs team at NSSA events.  Alice had a fantastic 3rd 
race.  When the others tired I think the homemade cakes from the Cam SC galley gave her 
that little bit of energy and she pulled off a great 3rd place just missing 2nd.  The river was not 
suiting the Lasers this year as much as the smaller boats so even though his personal results 
have been better (4th last year) we cannot ignore how important Jonny is pulling the Paxton 
team together offering advise and support along the way.  Just wait for the Lakes then you 
will be leading the way again.   

We were pleased to have the support of Jenny and Pat Overs and Harry and Gwen West at 
the event.  It is a tiring day for the support crews walking the bank to offer support along 
the way.  We look forward to seeing as many youths as possible at Ely Sailing Club on 
Saturday 4th July. 

Overall positions were 

Hannah Whiteside 6th earning her First Girl and 2nd U15 

Alice Parker 7th
 

Jonny Leeding 9th
 

Michael Whiteside 32nd and youngest competitor 

Sarah Bray 35th
 

Team position - we are in 3rd place 
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Powerboat Driving 
The committee has set new guidelines for the use of the club powerboats at Paxton Lakes 
Sailing Club 

Rescue Boat Drivers 

To drive the powerboats in a rescue boat capacity, minimum age 18, To have passed a ½ day 
PLSC refresher course once per year.  Refresher courses will become available in the near 
future 

General Powerboating, including Rib Challenge training 

Minimum L2 over 18 person supervising in same boat for everybody 

For under 18’s  Level 1 - must be over 8 years of age. Once qualified they must be 'under the 
supervision of a responsible adult in the boat'. 

Level 2 - Over 12 and must be 'under the supervision of a responsible adult' if under 16 yrs. 

A  responsible adult is defined as anyone over 18 yrs with a level 2 powerboat certificate or 
a person over 18 who is approved by the committee to supervise this activity. 
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Website 
Keep up to date with all the latest news at www.paxtonlakes.org.uk 

Paxton Lakes SC has recently registered for Buy.at.  This is a online shopping 
website which links you through to major retailers such as M&S, Amazon and 
Comet.  All purchases are within the retailers website all you need to do is click 
on the link within Buy.at.  All purchases made this way provide commission to 

Paxton Lakes SC.  So if you are planning your Christmas shopping, changing your household 
insurance, getting a new mobile or swapping broadband suppliers try here first.  Links are at 
the bottom of every page on the website or www.buy.at/paxtonlakes 

 

Club Clothing 
Swift Stitch in St. Neots are now set up to supply Paxton Lakes Sailing Club 
embroided Polo Shirts, Jumpers, Fleeces and about anything else you can 
embroider.  The prices are all very reasonable and the full price list will be 
on the website shortly. Their website is www.swiftstitchtshirts.co.uk 

To Place An Order Just Phone01480 473222, you can  pay by card over 
the phone 

Address: Swift Stitch, Priory Lane, St Neots PE19 2BH 

Opening Hours: Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 5:30, Closed Saturday and Sunday 

 
 

 

New Rules 
At the beginning of this the new Racing Rules of Sailing came into effect.  Although there are 
a lot of changed most are only to wording.  The key ones to think about are related to marks 
and obstructions.  Rule 18 has been split, it used to deal with both marks and obstructions, 
into two rules – 

 rule 18, which applies only when passing marks 

 rule 19, which applies when passing obstructions 

This means that old rule 19, which gave the right to hail for room to tack at obstructions, has 
become rule 20 (with new words) 

The biggest changes are in relation to “Mark Room” and “The Zone” 

Zone The area around a mark within a distance of three hull lengths of the boat nearer to it. 
A boat is in the zone when any part of her hull is in the zone. 

 This definition can be changed in the sailing Instructions to either 2 or 4 lengths  

http://www.paxtonlakes.org.uk/
http://www.buy.at/paxtonlakes
http://www.swiftstitchtshirts.co.uk/
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Mark-Room Room for a boat to sail to the mark, and then room to sail her proper course 
while at the mark. However, mark-room does not include room to tack unless the boat is 
overlapped to windward and on the inside of the boat required to give mark-room. 

So basically “The Zone” has changed from 2 to 3 boat lengths and the definition of Mark 
Room is clearer and replaces “Water at the Mark” 

The other rule change to consider is the shorten course flag, This used to be raised when the 
leading boat passed the mark before the finish mark / line.  It can now be raised at any point 
before the finish of the leading boat. 

For the full detail of the new rules, what has changed and help in understanding what it 
means for racing at Paxton there is the presentation that Gareth presented at the Racing 
Rules talk earlier this year on the club website. 

 

Quick note from our new Rear Commodore 
Firstly thanks to all of you who voted for me at the AGM or perhaps more accurately did not 
oppose my nomination. 

No doubt many of you have seen me around the club (or on the water in my Fireball) as I 
seem to spend much of my weekends there these days (at least now that I have got the 
kitchen fitted!).  Really I am quite a new member of the club (this is only my third year) and, 
although I have been sailing on and off for many years, am certainly new to racing which, no 
doubt, is why I am often at the back of the fleet in the fastest boat! 

More of you will recognise me as Duties Secretary and for sending those annoying emails 
reminding you of your forthcoming duty.  You will understand that the racing and events 
cannot take place without the duties and thanks to all those who have done their bit so far 
this year.  Only one or two duties have been missed this year – well done.  If your need to 
swap please try ring round in the first instance - keep an eye on the duties section of the 
website for an up to date schedule of future duties.  If you cannot find someone to swap 
with there are some unfilled duties left at the end of the season (Frostbite series in 
December).  Send me an email (duties@paxtonlakes.org.uk) and I will check what is 
available. 

Otherwise I am slowly finding my way around the club facilities will be pleased to try to help 
others do the same.  Please do not hesitate to ask. 

Happy Sailing 

Paul Carrington, Rear Commodore 

Club Boats 
Club Boat maintenance is now back with John Pratt who seeks users help with reporting 
faults on boats used.  The present practice for week day Sailing remains unchanged with 
entry being made in the book on the counter. 

If you like the idea of using one of our craft for which we make no charge may I encourage 
you to do so.   If you are apprehensive about the prospect please give me a ring on 01954 
204314 and I would be happy to discuss meeting up with you at the club on a weekday or 

mailto:duties@paxtonlakes.org.uk
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evening and I can show you how to rig and go for a trial sail.  This includes children as part of 
a family sailor separately  if they are suitable in age/weight/ability for the larger craft   

John Pratt. 

Sundays only 

After the publication of this newsletter there will be a loose form, similar to race signing on 
for recording your name, boat on loan, a signing off column, and (most important) faults or 
damage when put away or handed to someone else. This person will then have to sign on 
etc.   The incident of damage to boat and person can be at higher risk in situations of which 
newcomers may be unaware.  Some of our views on how to lessen such risks will shortly be 
on our website available for download.   No pressure will be put on anyone to adopt these, 
and some will have differing opinions. However reading this information will hopefully be of 
benefit. 

Boats 

We shall shortly have a third Laser available for use, and some of you may not yet have tried 
out the Streaker berthed at the gate end of the fleet. 

It is a single hander suited to light to medium weight adults or older juniors. 

Boat sharing 

It has always been our intention for boats to be shared, rather than a first comer has it for 
the day.   However with quite a number available should someone be wanting to have a 
turn, please allow or one of you use another boat. 

Trailers 

These are sometimes allocated as suitable for a particular class of dinghy and  may be 
identified by a means not yet decided.   Please try to keep matched pending action on this. 

Tyre Nickers 

What a naughty thought !  If your boat is off site it can happen.   John has an agreement 
with a garage to collect worn out ones for our use.   Anyone interested let him know, and 
lay off the nicking. 

Freebie 

I have a spare Signet dinghy at home, not used for some time.   Ideally a gift of this could 
hopefully lead to it being used at the club and in Signet racing, although this latter is not an 
essential.  Anyone interested can have a ride out with me on my other signet to see what 
they are like.  The one at home is not currently insured, but can be seen here and in any 
case I would give it a good check over before proceeding.  Contact me if interested on 01954 
204314 so I can bring sails with me to the club.   John Pratt 
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